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Subject: Petition 0351/2008 by Gheorghe Piperea (Romanian), on behalf of SCA 
Piperea si Asociatii, on alleged breaches of the EC legislation in connection 
with the liquidation of Tractorul Brasov (Romania)

1. Summary of petition

The petitioner challenges the liquidation of the assets of Tractorul Brasov company as carried 
out by the Romanian authority responsible for its privatisation, AVAS (Autoritatea pentru 
Valorificarea Activelor de Stat). According to the petitioner, AVAS - the main shareholder of 
Tractorul - would have imposed the liquidation procedure on the other shareholders and sold 
its assets to SC Flavus. The petitioner considers that the transaction would have been illegal 
and that the assets of Tractorul would have been under evaluated to the detriment of other 
interested parties. He believed that the transaction would constitute an illegal state aid and 
asks the European Parliament to have the Commission look into possible breaches of relevant 
EC legislation.

2. Admissibility

Declared admissible on 18 July 2008. Information requested from Commission under Rule 
192(4).

3. Commission reply, received on 20 March 2009.

Tractorul was a producer of tractors and other agricultural devices, situated in Braşov, Romania. 
Due to large losses (EUR 46 million in 2006) and high indebtedness (EUR 250 million on 31 
December 2006), the shareholders of Tractorul decided in February 2007 to cease the 
company's activity and to put it into voluntary liquidation.

The liquidator was appointed by the shareholders following an open, transparent and non-
discriminatory tender. The liquidator identified the assets which were the object of the 
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liquidation through an independent evaluation. These comprised land, factory buildings, offices, 
machinery and intellectual property rights.

The liquidator published the tender for both the whole of the assets and individual assets. 17 
tender specifications for the entire platform of assets and 7 for individual assets were bought by 
potential investors. Since the sum of the starting prices for the individual assets amounted only 
to about 11 % of the starting price for the Tractorul platform, the liquidator judged he would get 
a higher price by selling them as a whole.
The tender took place on 5 July 2007 in the form of an open bid with a starting price of EUR 
77 million. Four bidders participated in the tender. Since Flavus was the first one to submit its 
offer and none of the other bidders offered a higher price, Flavus won the tender at the 
starting price.

Based on the information available at that stage, the Commission opened the formal 
investigation procedure1 due to concerns that AVAS envisaged attaching certain conditions to 
the sale of Tractorul which would ensure the maintenance of the production and the current 
employment level and which would lower the sales price and thus confer an advantage on the 
sold entity or the buyer.2 At the same time, the Commission invited interested parties to 
submit their comments on the case. 

Following its in-depth investigation, the Commission adopted a final decision on 2 April 2008 
in which it concluded that the sale of Tractorul did not entail any state aid for several 
reasons.3
First, it was clarified that the sale of Tractorul's assets did not entail any onerous conditions 
which could have lowered the sales price. 

Second, it was clarified that Tractorul was not privatised but liquidated. At the end of the 
liquidation the company ceased to exist and was deleted from the company register. Romania 
provided information proving that voluntary liquidation involves, similar to insolvency 
proceedings, the sale of the company's assets and the payment of its debts to the creditors 
according to the order established by law to the extent available. 
And finally, the liquidator, based on his evaluation of the individual assets, recommended the 
block sale of all assets in order to maximise the proceeds, and only in the event that no 
potential buyer were to show interest in the assets as a whole, would he proceed with a piece 
by piece sale of the real estate split up into different plots of land.
According to the above evaluation, the asset value of Tractorul amounted to around EUR 100 
million, on which the liquidator applied a 23 % discount for bundled assets, coming thus to a 
starting sales price of EUR 77 million. Such a discount was based on his experience and the 

                                               
1 The opening of a formal investigation is a procedural step which, according to the jurisprudence of the 
European Courts, the Commission has to take when it has doubts regarding a state aid measure. The purpose of 
the proceedings is to give all interested parties, including the potential beneficiary and potential competitors, the 
opportunity to submit observations and thus to allow the Commission to take its final decision on the basis of a 
full set of information. It does not prejudge the outcome of the investigation.
2 Commission Decision of 25 September 2007 on State aid C 41/2007, Privatisation of Tractorul, OJ C 
249 of 24.10.2007, p.21.
3 Commission Decision of 2 April 2008 on State aid C 41/2007, Privatisation of Tractorul, not yet 
published (the decision in the authentic version and the English translation i s  available on 
http://ec.europa.eu/comm/competition/state_aid/register/)
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fact that a block sale bears significant advantages as opposed to a piece by piece sale: the 
submitted maps of the real estate show that the industrial platform also contains  some un-
attractive assets (i.e. plots of land which do not have access to any local infrastructure and/or 
which are located near the city waste dump, the buildings are outdated etc.), which could 
probably not be sold individually (or only with considerable delay and/or discount). Thus, 
they would have produced additional administration costs and would have lowered the overall 
price achieved from a piece by piece sale. In view of this, the Commission accepted a 23 % 
discount to appear reasonable.

Further, the Commission received pertinent information showing that in past years the price 
for plots of land sold by Tractorul was around EUR 55 per sqm. The Commission did not 
receive any information whatsoever showing that the sales price of land in that area would be 
at least EUR 200 per sqm.

Therefore, even if the amount obtained within the voluntary liquidation did not cover 100% of 
the accumulated debts, the Commission considered that the price obtained was market 
conform and that it was distributed to the creditors according to the order provided by national 
law. 

In view of the above, the Commission concluded that no State aid was involved in the sale of 
Tractorul, and no breach of EC State aid legislation occurred. As regards the petitioner's claim 
that Tractorul's sale breaches the Romanian Constitution, the Commission would like to 
emphasise that this issue does not fall within the competence of the Commission but should 
be addressed to the competent national authorities. 
Also, the Commission fails to see a breach of EC law related to the petitioner's claim that 
Flavus, the buyer, registered in the Trade Registry only 2 weeks before the sale announcement 
for Tractorul was published and that it had a registered working capital of only around EUR 
55. Should the petitioner consider that these facts do not comply with provisions of national 
commercial law, this issue should be addressed at national level. 

Conclusion

The Commission concluded in its final decision that the sale of Tractorul's assets within the 
voluntary liquidation did not entail State aid.


